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Dear Members,  

  

The inquiry into local government is welcomed. Over the past number of years after reading weekly 

news articles on conflict between councils and ratepayers I developed an on line page to gauge 

nationally the ratepayer’s interest for a Royal Commission into the Conduct of Councils. Within 

weeks I had interest from ratepayers and residents’ associations from all states to join any action or 

petition for such an enquiry.  

The above aside I am making this submission to bring to the committee’s attention areas of concern 

in particular to the city of Rockingham’s failure in their duty of care to residents to minimise or 

protect them with health and safety concerns to risks and hazards brought to the cities and 

ministers’ attention over the previous years. 

I am a Health & Safety professional specialising in fatality prevention, developing and initiating risk 

management processes and being the corporate advisor for multi billion dollar projects in industry. 

Case 1. 

The Safety Bay foreshore is prone to seasonal wrack (seaweed) build up along the foreshore, until 

recent years this would be managed by traditional environmental wind and tidal movements. 

Changes along the foreshore from human interaction and environment have resulted in a change in 

the shape of that section of coast now impacting on the natural removal of wrack back into the 

ocean and on rare occasions large formations and build-up of wrack remain deposited on the beach 

for several months or longer. 

Residents living within several kilometres of the coast have continually made complaints to the city 

with health and safety concerns caused by the build-up of wrack. These health concerns are 

highlighted in the Health Departments warning for contact with Hydrogen Sulphide gas with 

symptoms realised by a large number of residents. 

During 2018 several health issues were reported to the city via their council meetings highlighting a 

staph infection to a child using this area to swim in and later kite surfers all attending the 

Rockingham hospital. The mayor continued to publish in the local paper through the year that the 

area was safe. At question time at council meetings the mayor committed to investigate these 

claims, but that never happened with neither the parent or kite surfers interviewed. 

In 2018 along a section of 200 meters of this same coast the local paper had covered stories of 

multiple dolphin deaths and birdlife deaths around the WA Water corp discharge drain. 

A meeting in October 2018 between city officials (Mayor / Deputy Mayor and officers) and hundreds 

of residents was held at the foreshore. Residents raised their health concerns in this public forum 

particular those suffering respiratory issues as identified by the WA Health Departments warnings on 

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) noxious odours.  The residents also raised concerns about safe access along 



the foreshore with cases of falls resulting in injuries fractures and sprains also being reported to the 

mayor at this meeting. 

Residents making enquiries were first told that the city was unable to remove any wrack as it was in 

a Marine Park (Shoalwater Marine Park) this proved to be incorrect and pointed out to the city 

officials with the boundaries of the marine park determined by the low water mark. 

As the meeting was held at the foreshore the residents were also able to show the amount of algae 

growth covering over 50% of the Pond area.  

The area is also impacted with several storm drains decanting into this section of coast (of note this 

is also a Marine Park) This has resulted in regular outbreaks of algae in this section known as the 

Pond used annually for world championship kitesurfing events and daily by locals. 

Residents also directed the city officials to storm drains that discharge into the marine park in 

particular a main drain operated by the WA Water Corp that discharges untreated water from a 

storm water catchment area that collects water from drains and lakes. 

A representative from the WA Kitesurfing association spoke to the city officials at the meeting 

highlighting health concerns with local kite surfers presenting their evidence to infections.  

The mayor committed to address the concerns of the residents and stated he would advocate on our 

behalf in dealing with the relevant government agencies, he advised the residents that the city did 

monitor the health of the water and added that the city would take more frequent samples and 

increase the testing spectrum for more than current water samples for just ecoli.  

Several weeks after the foreshore meeting a local kite surfer reported his health diagnosis of a staph 

infection to the WA Health Department the mayor again in the local paper claimed no issues and 

nothing substantiated and that the water way was safe as they continually test the water.  

Several weeks later water testing had not increased above the normal range. 

A later meeting organised by the office of Mark McGowan held at council office with representatives 

from the WA Water Corp, DWER, office of the Premier and city officers (Mayor and other councillors 

were not invited by the CEO) discussed water quality and health concerns with the DWER 

committing to approve submissions from the city to remove the wrack from this section of the 

foreshore and the WA Water Corp conducting a review of their storm drain discharging into the 

marine park and the city committing to water sampling. I had been advised that water testing had 

been completed prior to the meeting but results could not be produced as the wrong testing criteria 

was performed. I asked a question of the meeting group could they confirm if the water was safe to 

swim with the response being yes and that recent city samples had not shown any evidence of 

concern, I then questioned them on the process used to test and they responded that they in fact 

the sampling process was flawed and analysed incorrectly. Myself and the president of the WA Kite 

surfing association then presented evidence to the group that a local windsurfer that week had been 

diagnosed with a staph infection. The kite surfer reported his health diagnosis of a staph infection to 

the WA Health Department and emailed the mayor.  

Water sampling of the section of coast commenced several weeks after the commitment from the 

residents foreshore meeting and with all the evidence the residents presented there was no action 

by the city to alert or warn the public of potential health concerns with the quality of water, on the 

contrary the mayor published in the local paper again that the water was safe. Water sampling 



commenced approximately 3 weeks prior to the 2018 World Kitesurfing championships. Requests for 

sample results were withheld from the public days before the event. 

The first set of samples taken 3 weeks earlier to include a test for staph bacteria was again botched 

and instead they inadvertently tested and sampled for Salmonella which resulted in the findings of 

an unacceptable level above the threshold.  These initial results were not communicated to the 

public, the water way remained open for public use. The city took further water samples testing for 

staph and salmonella and several weeks later after the 2nd sampling process analysed was declared 

safe 5 days ahead of the world championships. While the mayor had communicated to the residents 

meeting that he would be open and transparent the initial water sampling results were only made 

available to me 4 weeks after sampling had commenced and on request at a council meeting.  

At no point did the city make the public aware of the results of this initial test putting them at risk 

prior to and after the initial test results which showed first test dangerous and the 2nd safe.  

12 months on no submission by the city to clean the beach has been made to the DWER and for 

several months after the meeting the WA Water corp continued to pump water from storm water 

catchment into the bay causing huge algae growth, with several dead birds within meters of this 

drain found weekly. When we the residents finally produced and arial photograph of the bay which 

clearly showed the water quality discolouration did the Water corp switch off their pumps. Again, 

the mayor failed to advocate on the resident’s behalf as promised. Of note water sampling by the 

city was only undertaken when the WA water corp storm drain was not discharging. 

I requested on several occasions meeting minutes from the combined meeting organised by the 

office for Mark McGowan with no response and not until I said I would request them under the FOI 

that they advised me that no minutes were taken and that the CEO had his notes as reference. This 

demonstrated a lack of professional conduct with so many government departments represented 

paid for by rates and taxpayers. I too recorded responses to the questions I asked but they were not 

accepted as correct. 

Case 2: 

A residential Estate known as the Anchorage has a network of storm drains that flow through the 

estate into Lake Richmond and from there into the ocean at Point Peron. These drains are designed 

with concrete vertical walls approximately 1 meter high and 1 ½ meters wide, the drains are located 

at the bottom of parkland embankments. These drains continuously flood during winter storms and 

have peaked up to a ½ a meter above the top of the drain (1 1/2 meter depth). 

 

In 2018 I raised concerns with the city at council meetings my concerns with the risk to the public in 

particular children given the drains are unprotected in public space / parklands / playgrounds and 

within 100 meters of a local primary school. I also pointed out drowning deaths within Australia in 



open drains and the response by the coroner directed at council’s duty of care. The city’s response 

was that they intentionally control the flow of water with engineering controls in part to prevent any 

erosion and that they have fencing and signage to put in place. As an engineer I have walked this 

network of drains and there are no controls in place I reported back to the city that blockages with 

growth and rubbish should be removed to allow the water to drain. The drains remained flooded for 

several weeks with no action taken by the city to prevent access or signage erected. 

This again was reported on the front page of the local paper with the city failing to respond. 

In 2019 I again raised this with the mayor prior to winter highlighting the weed growth in these 

drains and the potential again for this to cause flooding putting children at risk, I was also able to 

supply an additional coroner’s report that was concluded from a drowning in NSW last year 

highlighting councils failure to address the risk. The mayor’s response was to do nothing to reduce 

this risk. I had copied that into the minister (Templeman) with no further action taken. 

 

Case 3: 

Approval for the commencement of an incinerator to be built in Rockingham the first of its kind to 

be built in Australia was given by the city’s councillors after the vote was initially tied and the mayor 

who had voted in favour cast an additional vote to break the deadlock. Clearly this demonstrated a 

lack of support and understanding that this new industry when in production will create 15,000 

tonne of toxic fly ash discharged from its stack (enough to overflow Optus Stadium in 20 years of 

operation) as documented by the company. 

The city failed to make residents aware of this proposal while articles on their social media page and 

in the local paper discussed issues with dog pounds, cats roaming at night and numerous stories 

about why the indoor pool was down for maintenance.  

This issue lacked transparency and councillors failed to get community engagement and consultation 

on this proposal. 

Case 4: 

The WA Water Corp operating a Waste Water Treatment Plant off Point Peron have continued to 

breach their license requirements over a number of years as identified in their annual reports 

impacting on the local environment, aquaculture industry and threatening the coastal reputation of 

the Rockingham area. The WWTP discharges 177 million litres a day off Rockingham with a period in 

2018 discharging untreated sewerage for 30 days following a fatality investigation during 

construction with some exceedances of faeces sampled several months earlier by the Water Corp 

auditors annual sampling 1800 times over the threshold limit. This information has been presented 

to the council who have failed to advocate on the resident’s behalf and clearly indicated it was not 

their problem. In 2014 city’s officers recommended to the council that they challenge the renewal of 

the environmental license for the Water Corp to be extended, Councillors voted to rejected that 

recommendation. Again failing to advocate on the residents behalf. 

Case 5: 

An audit on credit card usage during 2018 of all state councils by the Auditor General identified that 

Rockingham City’s number of employee credit cards was nearly double that of the next highest 

credit card user with expenditure also nearly double that of the next highest user. I made request to 

the office of the AG for a copy of the terms of reference and his findings highlighted areas of concern 



around administrative issues. The report identified that the Rockingham City CEO for the audit 

period 2017 financial year credit card expenses were approved by his administrative assistant. There 

was no investigation into the expenditure on that card for potential conflict of interest. I have 

applied under the freedom of information for a copy of transactions and still jumping through hoops 

waiting for information several months later. 

Case 6: 

Concerned ratepayers in 2018 petitioned the city to reconsider a representative group of city 

officials attending an overseas trip to Ako the sister city to Rockingham for 20 years. Ratepayers had 

highlighted that over this period that the city had shown no evidence of the benefits to the 

community for these ongoing trips with what was touted as a city that closely resembles 

Rockingham. Reports made by attending city officials in 2018 highlight that Ako has a decreasing 

population of 48000 residents of which 31000 are seniors. The mayor and officials failed to recognise 

the concerns of residents and failed to produce evidence of the benefits of such a junket. 

Case 7; 

The city is currently building a multimillion-dollar foreshore development. In parallel the city has also 

completed presentations to the community on Coastal Hazard Risk Management Adaption Plan 

(CHRMAP) Modelling within in this process shows that the foreshore development currently being 

built is already within the high-water risk area. This threatens millions of dollars of rate payer’s 

money with the city contradicting or ignoring its own Risk Assessment. The photos attached show 

existing water levels during a winter storm and the 2nd photo shows line of risk of inundation with 

water levels rising. 

 

Case 8; 

The city has completed a Coastal Hazard Risk Management Adaption Plan (CHRMAP) and is before 

the council for adoption. The modelling completed by the consultant was questioned at a 

community consultation meeting which I raised concerns about the suggested worst case scenario in 

their model using a cyclone. The modelling is not in line with that which is used in cyclone prone 

areas around the state by industry. The city also refers to global warming and sea levels rising. Both 

the solutions as suggested by the city are to be funded by rate payers. Firstly the modelling for 

cyclone damage from storm surges is 7 meters above the high water mark, nothing the city would / 

could install would protect foreshore properties from that. Secondly if it is a global warming issue 

why then is it not a federal government issue to be supported by taxes not rates. (I have risked 

assessed many multi-billion-dollar projects for cyclone impact for major industries in cyclone prone 

coastlines) 



Case 9; 

Currently $648,000.00 is planned to be spent on a civic area outside council offices to upgrade. The 

city claimed at council meeting that the area was unsafe. Residents argued it was not warranted and 

that increased rate rises are being wasted on such projects. As a safety manager overseeing 70 

billion dollars in projects, I was curious as to the level of risk that concerned the councillors, I walked 

the area and first noticed no barriers, demarcation or signage alerting or preventing the public 

access or identifying any areas of concerns. Apart from some paving bricks loose that could be reset 

by council workers I could not see where these areas of concern were. Residents rightfully believe 

this is just an excuse to beautify the area and at a time when 30% of Rockingham ratepayers were 

unable to afford their rates (2018) The city again shows example of not consulting or respecting 

ratepayers wishes. 

I could go on about $80,000. Spent on planting flowers into a roundabout garden and many other 

examples of waste. 

I could highlight the number of council workers using council vehicles outside of working hours for 

private use. 

I could highlight current councillor being censured for communicating to residents. 

I could highlight the lack of planning that went into the foreshore development that has put several 

businesses at risk resulting in many workers being terminated, parking for businesses reduced from 

2 hrs to 30 minutes, with the Mayor’s comment when raised by business owners “well who could 

have foreseen that” 

I could highlight the concern from residents over threats of legal action to remove artificial turf and 

garden beds on verges. 

The list just continues. 

 

Kind Regards 

Tom Mannion 

Safety Bay 

 

 

 


